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1 Anisotropic stratification beneath Africa from joint inversion
2 of SKS and P receiver functions
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5 [1] The analysis of rock anisotropy revealed by seismic waves provides fundamental
6 constraints on stress!strain field in the lithosphere and asthenosphere. Nevertheless, the
7 anisotropic models resolved for the crust and the upper mantle using seismic waves sometimes
8 show substantial discrepancies depending on the type of data analyzed. In particular, at
9 several permanent stations located in Africa, previous studies revealed that the observations
10 of SKS splitting are accounted for by models with a single and homogeneous anisotropic
11 layer whereas 3!D tomographic models derived from surface waves exhibit clear anisotropic
12 stratification. Here we tackle the issue of depth!dependent anisotropy by performing joint
13 inversion of receiver functions (RF) and SKS waveforms at four permanent broadband
14 stations along the East African Rift System (EARS) and also on the Congo Craton. For
15 three out of the four stations studied, stratified models allow for the best fit of the data. The
16 vertical variations in the anisotropic pattern show interesting correlations with changes in
17 the thermomechanical state of the mantle associated with the lithosphere!asthenosphere
18 transition and with the presence of hot mantle beneath the Afar region and beneath the EARS
19 branches that surround the Tanzanian Craton. Our interpretation is consistent with the
20 conclusion of earlier studies that suggest that beneath individual stations, multiple sources of
21 anisotropy, chiefly olivine lattice preferred orientation and melt pocket shape preferred
22 orientation in our case, exist at different depths. Our study further emphasizes that multiple
23 layers of anisotropymust often be considered to obtain realistic models of the crust and upper
24 mantle.

25 Citation: Obrebski, M., S. Kiselev, L. Vinnik, and J.!P. Montagner (2010), Anisotropic stratification beneath Africa from joint
26 inversion of SKS and P receiver functions, J. Geophys. Res., 115, XXXXXX, doi:10.1029/2009JB006923.

27 1. Introduction

28 [2] The region that comprises eastern Africa and south-
29 western Arabia (Figure 1) hosts a wide variety of past and
30 recent tectonic features. In particular, recent tectonic activity,
31 namely, extensive magmatism (trapps) and continental rifting
32 resumed 30Ma ago. In the Horn of Africa region, the Nubian,
33 Somalian and Arabian plates are connected by three rifts both
34 at continental breakup stage (EARS) and incipient oceanic
35 spreading stage (Aden rift and Red Sea rift). The presence of
36 different kinds of hot spots (Afar, Victoria) in this region has
37 also been suggested. The Afar hot spot probably reflects deep
38 mantle plume activity as suggested by low seismic velocity
39 down to the upper/lower mantle boundary [Ritsema et al.,
40 1999; Debayle et al., 2001; Sebai et al., 2006], magma with
41 large 3He/4He ratio, and high topography. The other east
42 African hot spots may rather result from asthenospheric
43 convective instabilities [Montagner et al., 2007].

44[3] Information about the lithospheric strain/stress state
45and the geometry of asthenospheric flows can be drawn from
46seismic wave analysis. Indeed, in the crust and upper mantle,
47the deviatoric stress field causes cracks and melt pockets
48to open parallel to the maximum compressive stress. As a
49response to tectonic deformations, seismically anisotropic
50crystals contained in the crust and mantle rocks also prefer-
51entially reorient to accommodate strain. The resulting bulk
52anisotropy affects the seismic waves that sample a given
53region in specific way that depends on the characteristics
54of the local tectonic setting. Such information might help
55to improve our understanding of several issues specific to
56eastern Africa such as the structure and the mechanism of the
57distinct branches of the EARS, the nature of the East African
58hot spots and the interactions that may exist between all these
59features.
60[4] The previous studies of the anisotropic structure of
61the lithosphere and asthenosphere beneath Africa have led
62to contradictory interpretations depending on the approach
63used, in particular the type of seismic waves analyzed. On one
64hand, Barruol and Hoffmann [1999], Barruol and Ben Ismail
65[2001], Ayele et al. [2004] andWalker et al. [2004] achieved
66a reasonable fit of SKS splitting observations at several sta-
67tions around Afar and along the EARS using models with a
68single homogeneous layer of anisotropy. On the other hand,
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69 surface wave!based models are suggestive of substantial
70 stratification in the anisotropic structure of the crust and upper
71 mantle [Sebai et al., 2006; Sicilia et al., 2008] in the same
72 region. Surface waves are dispersive and thus provide good
73 depth resolution. Nevertheless, they horizontally average the
74 sampled structures over long distances (500 km for the model
75 of Sicilia et al. [2008]). On the contrary, SKS splitting
76 observations yield a typical lateral resolution of a few tens of
77 kilometers but vertically integrate the effect of anisotropy
78 from the core!mantle boundary to the surface. The African
79 continent is made of an assemblage of lithospheric blocks as
80 old as Archean [Begg et al., 2009] and is tectonically active
81 on its eastern edge. Therefore, its lithosphere and astheno-
82 sphere are expected to exhibit 3!Dheterogeneities with length
83 scale smaller than both the lateral resolution of the surface
84 waves and the vertical resolution of SKS waves. Therefore
85 the models obtained using these two types of waves will be
86 both affected though in a distinct way, which may account for
87 the discrepancies mentioned above.
88 [5] Finer constraints on the possible stratification of
89 anisotropy beneath Africa can be achieved through simulta-
90 neous inversion of several types of data. Here we use receiver
91 functions (RF) and SKS waveforms [Vinnik and Montagner,
92 1996; Vinnik et al., 2007]. The resolution provided by this
93 method is high not only vertically but also laterally. On

94one hand, the RF contain information about the depth of
95P!to!S conversions produced at velocity discontinuities. On
96the other hand, the body waves used in our inversion are short
97periods. At 10s, which is the typical dominant period in our
98body wave data set, the radius of the first Fresnel zone (the
99circular area that contains the region sampled around the
100theoretical raypath) ranges from 30 km at a depth of 50 to
10170 km at a depth of 200 km. We applied our joint inversion
102scheme to the data set of four permanent stations ATD,
103KMBO,MBAR andBGCA (Figure 1). In three cases, the best
104fit of the azimuthal variations exhibited by the RF and SKS
105waves was achieved by using anisotropic models needing
106vertical stratification of anisotropy.

1072. Data and Method

108[6] The geometry of a given anisotropic structure generates
109specific azimuthal variations in the seismic waves that can be
110used as constraints to resolve a 3!D anisotropic model. In an
111isotropic, horizontally stratified and homogeneous medium,
112SKS/SKKS waves and P!to!S converted phases are purely
113radial; that is, all the energy is contained in the Q (or SV)
114components. The presence of anisotropy causes the SKS
115phases to split resulting in a nonzero T (or SH) component.
116P!to!S conversion at a velocity discontinuity involving at

Figure 1. Tectonic map of the region under study. The dashed lines indicate the boundaries of the East
African Rift System (EARS) and the trend of the oceanic rifts in the Red Sea and in the Aden Gulf. To
the south, the EARS splits into a western and an eastern branch that surround the Tanzanian Craton. The
red circles are estimates of the position of the Afar, Darfur, and Victoria hot spots. The white arrows indicate
the local direction of local absolute plate motion from no net rotation model NUVEL!1 (black contour) and
HS3!NUVEL!1A (gray contour). The thick dark grey and thin light grey bars show available A and B qual-
ity estimates of the direction of the maximum horizontal compressive stress (MHCS), respectively
[Heidbach et al., 2008]. The colored bars at each individual station indicate the direction of the fast axis
propagation in the distinct layers. The color of these bars represents the depth of the top of each layer, and
their length is scaled by their thickness (see legend for scale). Only the anisotropic layers that are robustly
constrained are shown (see Table 1). A!ranked and B!ranked layers are shown using bars with solid and
dashed contours, respectively.
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117 least an anisotropic medium leads the converted shear wave
118 to have energy on both the Q and the T component. The way
119 the resulting waveform, polarity and time arrival of those
120 phases varies is a function of the back azimuth of the
121 incoming seismic ray [Keith and Crampin, 1977; Savage,
122 1998; Levin and Park, 1998]. Nearly homogeneous
123 azimuthal sampling is required to observe properly those
124 variations. Therefore to warrant robust anisotropic models
125 we limited our study to permanent stations, for they have
126 a low intrinsic level of noise and several years of recording.
127 We analyzed the data set of ATD (Arta Tunel, Djibouti,
128 Geoscope, 15 years of data) in the Afar region, KMBO
129 (Kilima Mbogo, Kenya, IRIS/USGS–GSN–GEOFON,
130 13 years of data) and MBAR (Mbarara, Uganda, IRIS/IDA–
131 GSN, 9 years of data) close to the EARS and BGCA (Bogion,
132 Central African Republic, AFTAC/USGS–GTSN, 8 years of
133 data) on the Congo Craton. The azimuthal coverage achieved
134 in this study is illustrated in Figure 2.

135 2.1. Receiver Functions Preprocessing
136 [7] Receiver functions were calculated using P and PP
137 waves recorded at epicentral distances between 30° and 130°.
138 Seismograms are low!pass filtered with 0.2 Hz corner fre-
139 quency, rotated into L (P), Q (SV) and T(SH) directions to
140 separate converted waves from the direct P wave. The L
141 component is then deconvolved from the Q and T component
142 using a time domain deconvolution [Vinnik, 1977]. If several
143 teleseismic waves arrive at a given seismic station broadly
144 from the same direction, they sample a similar region of the
145 receiver side. Therefore, with a view to enhancing the signal!
146 to!noise ratio, individual receiver functions with close back
147 azimuth are stacked into 20° wide azimuthal bins. The
148 number of individual RF in each bin is displayed in Figure 3.
149 We obtained our RF data set using P waves with a wide range
150 of ray parameters. Therefore, the converted and reflected
151 phases that make up the P coda are expected to exhibit some
152 moveout. Nevertheless, using periods larger than 5s as done
153 in this study, this effect is expected to be small in the first 25s
154 of the RF that we use to constrain our models. We visually

155inspect all the RF and select only those that are similar to each
156other before stacking them.
157[8] As mentioned above, the anomalous energy observed
158on the T component of both the SKS and P!to!S conversion
159may result from several earth complexities, namely, seismic
160anisotropy, lateral heterogeneities or the presence of a dip-
161ping interface between two layers with contrasting velocities.
162Previous studies showed that the major observable effects
163of the anisotropy of the upper mantle are captured using a
164hexagonal symmetry [Savage, 1999; Becker et al., 2006].
165Under the assumption of such a symmetric geometry, the
166seismic waves that sample the medium are affected in a
167manner that is a periodic function of the azimuth of the ray-
168path. In particular, if the axis of symmetry is horizontal the
169signal exhibits strong second (period p) azimuthal harmonic
170[Savage, 1998; Levin and Park, 1998]. If the symmetry axis
171exhibits a substantial dip, the signal also contains a strong first
172azimuthal harmonic (period 2p). Nevertheless, the second
173harmonic(period p) remains nonzero [Girardin and Farra,
1741998; Vinnik et al., 2007]. The p periodic signature induced
175by anisotropy can easily be discriminated from that of a
176medium with small!scale random heterogeneities (not a
177periodic function of the back azimuth) and also from that
178of an isotropic stratified medium containing dipping layers
179(2p periodic with respect to the back azimuth). Using the
180specific periodicity of the anisotropic signal, the later can be
181extracted by using a weighted sum of all the individual
182receiver functions in a way similar to Fourier series. The
183potential of this azimuthal filtering was demonstrated by
184Girardin and Farra [1998]. Using this approach, we do not
185assume that earth complexities other than seismic anisotropy
186(dipping interfaces, heterogeneities) or anisotropy with a
187more complex symmetry system (orthorhombic) or with a
188nonhorizontal axis of symmetry do not exist. Nevertheless,
189as described above, the seismic signal generated by those
190types of complexities theoretically has a distinctive signature.
191Therefore, we can to some extent filter it out and conserve
192only certain part of the purely anisotropic signal (p periodic
193with respect to the back azimuth). This way, our modeling
194effort can be focused on the information about seismic

Figure 2. Distributions of the earthquakes we used (left) to calculate P receiver functions and (right) to
make SKS splitting observations.
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Figure 3. Stacks of receiver functions for each station. (left) Stacks of the Q (SV) components Q(t, !),
(middle) stacks of the T (SV) components T (t, !) and (right) signals QF(t, y) and TF(t, y) obtained by azi-
muthal filtering of the observed Q and T components, respectively; ! and y stand for back azimuth. The
number of individual RF in each stack is indicated on the right side of the corresponding plots.
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195 anisotropy only. Note that by modeling the second azimuthal
196 harmonic (p periodic), the information about the possible dip
197 of the symmetry axis is lost. Assuming that theQi(t) and Ti(t)
198 components of the individual RF are obtained for discrete
199 values!i of the back azimuth, we extract the second harmonics
200 QF(t, y) and TF(t, y) of the Fourier series at back azimuth y
201 by performing an azimuthally weighted summation:

QF!t;  " #
P
i
WQ

i ! "Qi!t"

TF!t;  " #
P
i
WT

i ! "Ti!t"

202 with the weights

WQ
i ! " # $ cos 2! $ !i"=

P
i
cos2 2! $ !i"

WT
i ! " # sin 2! $ !i"=

P
i
sin2 2! $ !i"

203 [9] If the medium is actually anisotropic, QF(t, y) and
204 TF(t, y) should be similar in shape. Therefore, for inversion
205 purpose, we directly use the average function SF(t, y) =

206(QF(t, y) + TF(t, y))/2. We use only the first 25s after the
207direct P wavewhere the diagnostic of anisotropy is good. This
208part of the signal provides constrains on the anisotropic
209structure to a depth of roughly 200 km.

2102.2. Shear Wave Splitting Observations
211[10] SKS and SKKS waves are recorded at epicentral dis-
212tances ranging from 85° to 130° and are filtered in the same
213manner as RF. The SKS and SKKS arrivals are then projected
214on the radial (R) and T directions. As described in section 2.1,
215anomalous transverse signal (Figure 4) in core refracted shear
216waves generally constitutes a reliable diagnostic of receiver
217side anisotropy.

2182.3. Joint Inversion of the RF and SKS/SKKS Data
219Sets
220[11] To perform the joint inversion, synthetic receiver
221functions and also SKS/SKKS synthetic waves are calculated
222and fitted to the real RF and SKS/SKKS data. The number of
223layers in the final model and their characteristics are con-
224ditioned by the waveforms of the data. The number of dis-
225continuities in the vertical velocity profile directly controls
226the number of P!to!S converted phases observed in the P
227coda. The depth of those discontinuities (and the Vp /Vs ratio)
228determines the arrival time of the converted phases relative to
229the direct P wave. Finally, the nonzero transverse signal
230caused by the presence of anisotropy in a given layer exhibits
231azimuthal variations, the characteristics of which are con-
232trolled by the anisotropic properties, chiefly the percentage of
233anisotropy and the azimuth of the fast axis [Keith and
234Crampin, 1977; Savage, 1998; Levin and Park, 1998]. The
235seismologist who runs the inversion code chooses the final
236number of layers. Before starting the inversion, a trial number
237of layers is fixed. When this number is too small to take into
238account the complexity of the medium, the synthetic wave-
239forms do not resemble the real ones. The number of layers is
240therefore increased and the inversion is run again. The
241number of layers is increased iteratively as long as it improves
242the fit to the data. When the number of layers becomes too
243large, the inversion does not converge to a satisfying new
244model. It means that the final model has parameters that
245exhibit substantial dispersion, or that the fit to the data
246becomes extremely poor. The final model may also strongly
247depend on the starting model. Finally, at certain point, adding
248extra layers may no longer modify the model substantially;
249that is, two layers have almost the same characteristics and
250could bemerged without changing the general structure of the
251model (see Figure 6 and the auxiliary material).1 All the
252issues mentioned above are used as hints by the seismologist
253who runs the code to decide that no more layers are needed.
254[12] For each trial model m, the synthetic Q and T com-
255ponents of the receiver function are calculated by using the
256observed Lobs component:

Qsyn!t;m; c" #
1
2"

Z 1

$1

HQ!!;m; c"
HL!!;m; c"

Lobs!!" exp!i!t"d!

Tsyn!t;m; c" #
1
2"

Z 1

$1

HT !!;m; c"
HL!!;m; c"

Lobs!!" exp!i!t"d!

Figure 4. Observations of SKS splitting at stationATD. The
dashed and solid lines are the radial and transverse signals,
respectively. The number to the left of each plot is the back
azimuth of the events.

1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2009JB006923.
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257 where w stands for angular frequency, m is the vector of the
258 model parameters, c is apparent velocity and obs and syn refer
259 to the observed RF and the synthetic one. HQ, HT and HL are
260 theoretical transfer functions calculated using the Thomson!
261 Haskell!Crampin algorithm [Keith and Crampin, 1977;
262 Kosarev et al., 1979]. Assuming the crust and upper mantle
263 can bemodeled using an hexagonal symmetrywith horizontal
264 symmetry axis, the anisotropic stiffness tensor is fully
265 described by five elastic parameters C, A, L, N, F. Those
266 parameters can be related to the isotropic and anisotropic
267 components that describe the modeled medium using the
268 following relations:

!!!!!!!!!
C=#

p
# Vp!1% $Vp=2Vp"

!!!!!!!!
A=#

p
# Vp!1$ $Vp=2Vp"

!!!!!!!!
L=#

p
# Vs!1% $Vs=Vs"

!!!!!!!!!
N=#

p
# Vs!1$ $Vs=Vs"

F # %!A$ 2L"

269 Vp and Vs are the mean (isotropic) compressional and shear
270 velocities. We impose Vp /Vs = 1.8 for sake of simplicity. r is
271 the density and is calculated through the Birch formula r =
272 0.328Vp + 0.768. dVp and dVs are the difference between the
273 Vp and Vs velocities parallel (fast) and perpendicular (slow)
274 to the symmetry axis. The ratio between the percentage of
275 anisotropy for the compressional and shear waves (dVp /Vp)/
276 (dVs /Vs) is fixed at 1.5 based on the analysis of published data
277 for the upper mantle [Oreshin et al., 2002]; h controls the
278 velocity along the direction intermediate between the fast and
279 the slow directions. h is fixed at 1.0 as in PREM [Dziewonski
280 and Anderson, 1981].
281 [13] Theoretical T components of each SKS wave are cal-
282 culated using their observed R component in the same way
283 as described above to calculate synthetic Q and T receiver
284 functions. The waveforms depend on the back azimuth (baz)
285 from which a given SKS/SKKS wave comes.

286[14] The inversion procedure consists of exploring the
287space of model parameters in order to minimize to misfit
288functions EP(m) for the RF and ESKS(m) for the SKS waves
289simultaneously. The misfit functions are the RMS difference
290between the synthetic and the observed RF/SKS. The search
291for the optimum model is achieved by using an approach
292similar to simulated annealing [Metropolis et al., 1953;
293Vestergaard and Mosegaard, 1991]. The misfit functions are
294minimized by iteratively disturbing the model parameters.
295Each move in the model space consists of perturbing a ran-
296domly selected single component of vector m. The pertur-
297bation is proportional to a random number, chosen uniformly
298between !1 and 1, and multiplied by the length between prior
299bounds. The value of the proportionality coefficient (equal
300to 0.1 as a rule) should be small enough to ensure correla-
301tion between the successive values of the cost functions
302[Tarantola, 2005]. The trial set of perturbations is accepted or
303rejected according to the Metropolis rule [Metropolis et al.,
3041953] which is used in cascade [Mosegaard and Tarantola,
3051995] for the two misfit functions. This method does not
306require to sum the misfit functions and to choose weights. If
307mc is the current model and ma the attempted model, the later
308is accepted if it improves the model, i.e., if Ei(ma) " Ei(mc),
309where i refers to P or SKS. If not, the attempted set of per-
310turbations is accepted with probability exp(Ei(mc)/Ti !
311Ei(ma)/Ti), where Ti is temperature. Temperature schedule
312is an essential problem of a practical application of the
313simulated annealing techniques. We use a stepwise temper-
314ature function. For a given station, the search for the optimal
315model is achieved in several “steps,” each step corresponding
316practically to a full inversion (i.e., a program run). At each one
317of these steps, a constant value is assigned to the temperature.
318At each subsequent step, the assigned temperature value is
319smaller. As shown in Figure 5 of Vinnik et al. [2007], the final
320model parameters resulting from a full inversion will either
321exhibit high dispersion (their Figures 5a and 5b) or depend of
322the starting model (their Figures 5e and 5f) if the temperature
323is too high or too low, respectively. Trying several tempera-
324tures therefore allows us to choose the optimal one, i.e., the
325value that leads to the model with minimum dispersion on

Figure 5. Evolution of the misfits EP and ESKS as functions of the number of moves for station ATD. The
misfit functions are the RMS difference between the observed and synthetic receiver functions and SKS
waveforms. (top) The misfit for the function SF(t, y) = 1

2(QF(t, y) + TF(t, y)). (bottom) The T component
of the SKS waves. Each plot (labeled 0 to 3) corresponds to a different starting model with randomly gen-
erated parameters (i.e., percentage of anisotropy, azimuth of the fast direction and thickness).
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326 parameters, on the one hand, and that does not depend on
327 the starting model, on the other hand. Since we minimize two
328 cost functions simultaneously (EP and ESKS for the receiver
329 functions and SKS waveforms, respectively), we use two
330 temperature functions TP and TSKS, which are adjusted
331 independently. For a more detailed description of the inver-
332 sion procedure including synthetic tests, see Vinnik et al.
333 [2007].
334 [15] To illustrate the inversion procedure described above,
335 the convergence of the model obtained for station ATD is
336 depicted in Figures 5 and 6. For each run of the inversion, 4
337 randomly generated anisotropic models are used as starting
338 models. Constraints from local isotropic models are used
339 when available. In the case of ATD, we place a shallow low!
340 velocity layer in the starting models since local models
341 suggest it [Ayele et al., 2004; Dugda et al., 2005, 2007]. This
342 first layer being quite thin, we do not try to resolve its pos-
343 sible anisotropic properties. The parameters of the three
344 other layers, namely, their thickness (and thus the depth of
345 the Moho discontinuity), percentage of anisotropy and the
346 direction of the fast axis can evolve freely. The mean velocity

347in each layer is imposed before inversion and is a simplified
348version of available model for the region (Dugda et al. [2007]
349in the case of ATD). As described above, during the inversion
350procedure, the exploration of the parameters space is guided
351by giving a probability to all the random perturbations that are
352iteratively imposed to the model. After 5000 iterations, the
3532000 last models from each of the four series (i.e., the four
354starting models) are averaged after removing those that pro-
355duce a bad fit. The resulting models for ATD are plotted in
356Figure 7 which depicts the number of hits in each cell of the
357parameter space. The final model (thick black dashed line)
358is the median of those models and the uncertainty on each
359individual parameter is defined as the standard deviation
360relative to this final model.

3613. Results

362[16] The good similarity of the Q and T components after
363azimuthal filtering is indicative of anisotropy (Figure 3).
364In addition, the anomalous transverse energy observed for a
365large number of the SKS arrivals (Figure 4) of our data set is

Figure 6. Evolution of the parameters of the model for station ATD as functions of the number of moves.
Each color plot corresponds to a particular starting model as in Figure 5. (left) The percentage of anisotropy
dVs /Vs, (middle) the azimuth of the fast axis !fast, and (right) the layer thickness.
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366 also suggestive of the presence of anisotropy beneath all the
367 stations used in this study.
368 [17] After running the inversion trying different numbers of
369 layers, following the approach described in section 2, we find
370 that the fit to the data at stations ATD, MBAR and KMBO is
371 improved by using models with stratified anisotropy in the
372 crust and/or upper mantle. The final models we obtained
373 are described in Table 1 and shown in Figures 7 and 8. The
374 parameters obtained display a wide range of values in terms
375 of level of uncertainties. Individual layers with uncertainties
376 on !fast larger than 35° are not discussed. The rest is split
377 into higher!quality (A) and lower!quality (B) layers. Layers

378with uncertainties on the orientation of !fast and on the
379thickness lower than 15° and 15 km, respectively, are
380ranked as A. Note that among the B!ranked layers, A3 and
381M4 exhibit uncertainties on !fast close to the lower!quality
382threshold (32° and 30°, respectively). As a comparison, we
383calculated synthetics RF and SKS waveforms using the
384model previously obtained for station ATD [Barruol and
385Hoffmann, 1999] based on SKS splitting observations only
386(Figure 9). This model contains a single layer of anisotropy
387and allows for a good fit of the SKS waveforms. Neverthe-
388less, it does not satisfy the RF. The same test applied to the
389case of station KMBO and MBAR also shows that stratifi-

Figure 7. Depth!dependent anisotropic models for stations ATD and KMBO. (top) (left) The final S
velocity profile. (middle and right) The selected models (the 2000 last models explored during the inversion
search) as a function of the percentage of anisotropy and the direction of the fast axis. To visualize the results
of the inversion, we divide the model space into cells and present the models by the number of hits in each
cell. This number is shown using the color code described in the legend. The dashed line corresponds to the
final model. The red solid lines bound the a priori search area in the model space. The misfits are shown
beneath each model. (bottom) (left) Comparison of the observed (dashed lines) and synthetic (color) func-
tions SF(t,y) = (QF(t,y) + TF(t,y))/2. (right) Themisfit but for the T components of SKSwaves. The layers
are labeled to make it easier to identify them in the discussion.
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390 cation is required to fit not only the SKS waveforms but also
391 the RF (see auxiliary material).
392 [18] The model for ATD exhibits 2 B!ranked layers of
393 anisotropy located in the upper mantle. The azimuth !fast of
394 the fast direction of anisotropy is NNE!SSW just beneath the
395 Moho discontinuity (layers A3, Table 1). Then !fast becomes
396 ENE!WSW (layer A4, Table 1). The model for KMBO
397 requires three main anisotropic layers all located in the upper
398 mantle. The fast direction !fast is oriented ENE!WSW from
399 45 to 75 km depth (layer K3), NNE!SSW from 75 to 100 km
400 (layer K4) andNNW!SSE from 100 to 155 km (layers K5 and
401 K6). ForMBAR, the inversion produced two possible models
402 (see Table 1 and auxiliary material). In both cases, from 40 to
403 60 km (layer M2) and then from 85 to roughly 120 km (layer
404 M4), !fast is NNE!SSW. Between those two layers, !fast is
405 E!W.The differences between the two final models forMBAR
406 concern layers that are poorly resolved (M1 and M5–M6) and
407 thus will not be discussed. For BGCA, the only robust feature
408 (common to the four final models) is an anisotropic layer that
409 extends from the Moho discontinuity to a depth of approx-
410 imatively 70 km (layer B2) and exhibits a roughly NE!SW fast
411 direction (see Table 1 and auxiliary material).

412 4. Discussion

413 4.1. Possible Sources of Anisotropy
414 [19] Seismic anisotropy in the crust and upper mantle is
415 thought to result mainly from the preferential alignment of

416intrinsically anisotropic crystals or from that of fractures
417possibly filled with melt. The first case is referred to as lattice
418preferred orientation (LPO hereafter) and the second one
419as shape preferred orientation (SPO hereafter). Both crystal
420LPO and fracture/melt pocket SPO are be governed to a large
421extent by the characteristic of the local tectonic setting.
422[20] Laboratory experiments [Zhang and Karato, 1995;
423Jung and Karato, 2001] and numerical simulations [Ribe,
4241992] show that under simple shear the fast a axis of
425olivine tends to become aligned parallel to the direction
426of maximum elongation producing bulk LPO anisotropy in
427upper mantle olivine aggregates. Where the lithosphere is
428tectonically heated such as along the EARS and in the Afar
429region, it becomes less rigid, and the reorientation of crystals
430is promoted. LPO!induced anisotropy has been used to
431explain several anisotropic patterns commonly observed over
432the globe and that may apply to our own case study. The fast
433direction of anisotropy that parallels the trend of several strike
434slip faults may result from anisotropic crystals LPO (such as
435olivine in the mantle and phyllosilicates in the crust) parallel
436to the plane of foliation [Levin et al., 2006; Vinnik et al.,
4372007]. Fossil olivine LPO left in the lithosphere during the
438most recent tectonic episode has also been invoked to explain
439anisotropy that correlates with the trend of major geological
440structures in regions of thick lithosphere [Silver, 1996].
441Seismic anisotropy in some cases is also likely to result from
442asthenospheric flows. In areas where the fast axis of anisot-
443ropy correlates with the direction of the absolute plate motion
444(APM hereafter), the anisotropy may be induced by the
445shearing of the asthenospheric lid by the overriding plate
446[Vinnik et al., 1992;Hansen et al., 2006]. The asthenospheric
447flows and thus the associated LPO anisotropy may also be
448controlled by the topography of the base of the lithosphere.
449For instance, Walker et al. [2004] propose that the motion of
450the lithospheric root of the Tanzanian Craton leads the sur-
451rounding asthenosphere to be sheared and thus induces LPO
452anisotropy. Gradients in the topography of the lithosphere!
453asthenosphere boundary (LAB hereafter) can also cause
454mantle upwelling to be channeled. In particular,Hansen et al.
455[2006] and Montagner et al. [2007] found indications of
456asthenospheric flows channeled by the stretched lithosphere
457under the Red Sea and Aden Gulf, respectively.
458[21] SPO anisotropy results from the closure of the frac-
459tures or melt pockets normal to the local direction of the
460maximum horizontal compressive stress (MHCS hereafter).
461The seismic waves with a polarization parallel to the opened
462fractures or melt pockets travel faster, yielding a fast direction
463of propagation parallel to the MHCS. Melt pocket SPO is
464more likely in region under hot, extensive setting such as rifts
465[Gao et al., 1997; Kendall et al., 2006].
466[22] Due to the vertical variations of temperature and
467stress!strain state within the lithosphere and the astheno-
468sphere, many of the anisotropic sources described above may
469coexist and contribute to the anisotropic signature observed in
470the RF and SKS splitting observations. In order to infer which
471of these possible sources is the dominant one at a given
472location and depth, we look for correlation between the fast
473direction of anisotropy in each layer and the trend of the
474several geotectonic features in East Africa, the estimates of
475the local APM and those for the MHCS. Note that the esti-
476mates of the APM depend on the model used (for example,
477NNR!NUVEL!1A versus HS3!NUVEL!1A as shown in

t1:1 Table 1. Description of the Modelsa

t1:2 Layer
Depth
(km)

Thickness
(km)

Vs

(km/s)
dVS /Vs

(%)
!fast

(deg) Q

t1:3 ATD
t1:4 A1 0–4 4(0) 2.5 0.0 ! !
t1:5 A2 5–28 24(7) 3.7 3.5(1.7) 34(53) !
t1:6 A3 29–40 12(16) 4.1 7.0(1.5) 23(32) B
t1:7 A4 41–111 71(18) 4.1 5.3(1.6) 68(15) B
t1:8 A5 112–217 106(33) 4.1 2.2(1.7) 27(54) !
t1:9 KMBO
t1:10 K1 0–5 5(0) 2.5 0.0 ! !
t1:11 K2 6–44 39(2) 3.7 0.0 ! !
t1:12 K3 45–77 33(3) 4.1 4.1(0.7) 68(9) A
t1:13 K4 78–102 25(7) 41. 4.8(1.2) 16(9) A
t1:14 K5 103–154 52(12) 4.1 5.6(1.1) 147(5) A
t1:15 K6 155–205 51(13) 4.1 2.6(0.9) 153(13) A
t1:16 MBAR
t1:17 M1 0–40 40(0) 3.5 0.0 ! !
t1:18 M2 41–61 21(3) 4.1 7.6(1.0) 20(6) A
t1:19 M3 62–85 24(6) 4.1 4.9(2.0) 86(12) A
t1:20 M4 86–120 35(9) 4.1 3.9(1.5) 21(30) B
t1:21 M5b 121–137 17(10) 4.1 3.0(2.2) 74(50) !
t1:22 M6b 138–174 37(18) 4.1 3.5(2.4) 131(66) !
t1:23 BGCA
t1:24 B1 0–35 35(0) 3.5 0.0 ! !
t1:25 B2 36–74 39(8) 4.5 6.9(1.7) 44(9) A
t1:26 B3b 75–137 63(16) 4.5 1.4(1.3) ! !
t1:27 B4b 138–196 59(24) 4.5 3.4(1.7) 137(34) !

t1:28 aFor each individual layer, Vs is the mean shear velocity, dVs /Vs is the
t1:29 percentage of anisotropy, and !fast is the azimuth of the fast axis of
t1:30 propagation measured clockwise from north in degrees. For each
t1:31 parameter of the final models, the uncertainty is indicated in parentheses.
t1:32 For each station, we run the inversion using four different random starting
t1:33 models. Q is the quality rank assigned to each layer as described in
t1:34 section 3. Layers with uncertainties on !fast larger than 35° are not consid-
t1:35 ered robust and are not shown on Figure 1.
t1:36 bLayers that do not appear in all four resulting models and thus are
t1:37 considered as poorly constrained and are not shown in Figure 1.
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478 Figure 1) and that reliable estimates for theMHCS sometimes
479 lack, especially around Afar (Figure 1).

480 4.2. Effect From Lateral Heterogeneities and Dipping
481 Structures
482 [23] As discussed in section 2, structural complexities
483 common in real earth, chiefly lateral heterogeneities and
484 dipping velocity structures, may be present beneath our set
485 of stations and produce a signature in seismic signals that
486 could be wrongly interpreted as an evidence of anisotropy. In
487 the particular case of RF, as described before, extracting
488 the second azimuthal harmonic allows isolating the purely
489 anisotropic signature from that produced by small!scale
490 random heterogeneities and dipping structures. The large!
491 scale heterogeneities close to our stations (i.e., the boundaries
492 of the EARS and that of the Tanzanian Craton) are far enough
493 not to strongly overlap with the narrow Fresnel zones of
494 the teleseismic body waves used in this study. Indeed, the
495 anisotropic pattern in the vicinity of stations KMBO andATD
496 seems to be rather homogeneous, as indicated by the simi-
497 larity of splitting observations between close stations around
498 KMBO east from the flank of the eastern branch of the EARS

499[Walker et al., 2004] and also around ATD in the Afar
500depression [Hammond et al., 2008]. The Moho structure is
501also rather flat in those two regions [Dugda et al., 2005,
5022007]. We can thus conclude that the signal we extract from
503SKS splitting and RF is dominated by anisotropy. In the case
504of MBAR, there is no close station with splitting observation
505and Moho depth estimate for comparison purpose. Never-
506theless, MBAR is offset by a few tens of kilometers from the
507two closest structural discontinuities, namely, the flank of the
508western branch of the EARS and the limit of the Tanzanian
509Craton. The Moho is apparently flat in this region
510[Weeraratne et al., 2003]. Using the argument of the narrow
511Fresnel zone, we can thus expect that the body waves
512recorded at MBAR are not dominantly affected by hetero-
513geneities or dipping structures. Finally, in the case of BGCA,
514the presence of heterogeneities and its effect on SKS wave-
515forms cannot be ruled out. Indeed, the splitting observations
516previously obtained at this station [Ayele et al., 2004] slightly
517differs from those obtain for station BNG [Barruol and
518Hoffmann, 1999] that is located only a few tens of kilo-
519meters away from BGCA.

Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 but for MBAR and BGCA.
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520 4.3. Afar Area
521 [24] Beneath ATD, the NNE!SSW fast direction in the
522 mantle layer A3 (29–40 km) is likely to be governed by LPO
523 (Figure 10) induced by the local style of extension or by
524 foliation. Indeed, the direction of !fast is close to the NE!SW
525 to NNE!SSW direction of tension inferred from earthquakes
526 source mechanisms [see Ayele et al., 2007, and references
527 therein] and also close to the trend of the lateral shear zone
528 along the western edge of the Ali Sabieh Block active since
529 middle Miocene. !fast in layers A3 do not seem to correlate
530 with the trend of local MHCS and thus melt pockets SPO is
531 not likely to be the dominant source of anisotropy there.
532 Nevertheless, the presence of melt is highly probable in
533 this region, as evidence by volcanism, and the absence of
534 detectable anisotropy consistent with melt pockets SPO
535 suggests the melt pockets either exhibit a spherical shape or
536 are randomly oriented. Finally, we have to keep in mind that
537 the uncertainty on !fast is substantial for layer A3 (32°).
538 [25] The depth at which !fast rotates from NNE!SSW
539 (layers A3) to ENE!WSW (layer A4, 41–111 km) approx-

540imatively coincides with the base of the lithospheric lid
541described in the models of Dugda et al. [2007]. Therefore,
542we interpret A4 as being asthenospheric in nature. In this
543layer, !fast is not correlated with the MHCS either and SPO!
544induced anisotropy is unlikely. The ENE!WSW fast direction
545in A4 is parallel to the African APM in NNR!NUVEL!1A
546and could thus reflect APM!induced olivine LPO (Figure 1).
547Alternatively, the ENE!WSW fast direction in the astheno-
548spheric layer A4 could represent an upwelling of hot material
549deflected and channeled by the thinned lithosphere beneath
550the Gulf of Aden. The idea of such a flow oriented from Afar
551to the Indian Ocean was proposed byMontagner et al. [2007]
552and is supported by radial anisotropy which is indicative of
553horizontal flow in the upper mantle beneath the Aden Gulf
554and also by Afar/Aden Gulf similar geochemical signatures
555[Marty et al., 1996]. An aspect of our own model that is
556consistent with the channeled flow hypothesis is that the
557depth of the lower boundary of layer A4 (111 km) where
558!fast no longer correlates with the trend of Gulf of Aden is
559close to that of the LAB away from the EARS and from the
560Aden Gulf in eastern Africa (100–125 km [Juliá et al., 2005])
561and in the Arabian shield (90 km [Juliá et al., 2003; Hansen
562et al., 2008]).

5634.4. Stations on the Edges of the EARS
564[26] Figure 11 describes our tentative model to explain the
565stratification of anisotropy beneath KMBO and MBAR.
566KMBO is located east from the Tanzanian Craton and from
567the eastern branch of the EARS (Figure 1). MBAR lies west
568from the Tanzanian Craton and east from the western branch
569of the EARS, on the Kibaran orogenic belt.
5704.4.1. Eastern Branch of the EARS
571[27] Beneath station KMBO, the two uppermost aniso-
572tropic layers (K3, 44–77 km; K4, 77–102 km) seem to reflect
573two different structures located at the top and at the bottom
574of the mantle lithosphere, respectively. Indeed, estimates of
575the lithospheric thickness in this region ranges from #90 km
576[Lew, 2008] to #105 km [Weeraratne et al., 2003]. In the
577upper half of the mantle lithosphere, the ENE!WSW fast
578direction (K3) aligns roughly normal to the trend of the Kenya
579rift, suggesting the anisotropy is governed by extension!
580induced LPO in the immediate vicinity of the rift. In the lower
581half of the mantle lithosphere, the NNE!SSW fast direction
582(K4) is in agreement with the trend of the local MHCS
583indicators (Figure 1) suggesting that SPO of melt inclusions
584controls the anisotropy. The asthenospheric temperature is
585probably anomalously high under this segment of the Kenyan
586rift as suggested by the low seismic velocities displayed in
587regional tomographic images [Sebai et al., 2006; Sicilia et al.,
5882008] and evidences for local extension accommodated by
589dike intrusions [Calais et al., 2008]. Heating of the overlying
590lithosphere can promote the presence of melt pockets in layer
591K4 and enhance the reorientation of crystals normal to the rift
592in layer K3. Alternatively, the NNE!SSW fast direction of
593propagation in layer K4 that also parallels the trend of the
594Mozambique belt may reflect lithospheric frozen anisotropy
595associated with the orogenesis of this feature. Nevertheless,
596as just discussed, the presence of hot asthenosphere in this
597region raises doubt about the capacity of the deepest litho-
598sphere to maintain a frozen fabric.
599[28] The NNW!SSE fast axis of anisotropy in the astheno-
600spheric layers K5 (102–154 km) and K6 (154–205 km) cor-

Figure 9. Single!layer anisotropic model for station ATD.
The anisotropic parameters are !fast = 43° and dt = 1.6s and
were taken from Barruol and Hoffmann [1999]. The delay
time is converted to thickness supposing 4% of anisotropy.
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601 relates with the trend of the eastern edge of the Tanzanian
602 Craton and thus could reflect asthenospheric flows around its
603 lithospheric root [Walker et al., 2004]. The percentage of
604 anisotropy strongly drops at 154 km that roughly coincides
605 to the estimated depth of the craton (around 170 km
606 [Weeraratne et al., 2003]). This is consistent with the idea of a
607 flow guided by the keel of the craton that vanishes close to its
608 bottom. The flow could result from the motion of Africa that
609 induces shearing of the asthenosphere along the craton flanks.
610 Alternatively, as mentioned before, regional tomographic
611 studies suggest the presence of slow velocities anomaly that
612 may be associated with upwelling. The mantle flow in this
613 region could thus result from this hot mantle upwelling being
614 deflected and guided by the stretched lithosphere beneath the
615 eastern branch of the rift in a way similar to whatMontagner
616 et al. [2007] propose for the case of the Gulf of Aden.
617 4.4.2. Western Branch of the EARS
618 [29] Beneath MBAR, the shallowest anisotropic layer
619 (layer M2, 40–61 km) exhibits a fast axis parallel to the
620 Kibaran belt which is potentially indicative of frozen litho-
621 spheric anisotropy. The anisotropic layer M3 (61–85 km) and
622 layer M4 (85–120 km) display fast direction normal to the
623 trend of the adjacent western branch of the EARS and parallel
624 to the direction of the MHCS, respectively. We interpreted
625 the anisotropic layers M3 and M4 as rift!normal extension!
626 induced LPO in the middle part of the mantle lithosphere
627 and melt pockets LPO just above the LAB, respectively.
628 This pattern resembles that observed beneath KMBO on the
629 opposite side of the Tanzanian craton, though layers K3 (44–
630 77 km) and K4 (77–102 km) lies deeper than M3 and M4.

631This observation is consistent with the tomographic model of
632Weeraratne et al. [2003], which indicates that around the
633Tanzanian Craton, the lithosphere is slightly thinner to the
634east than to the west. The area east from the Tanzanian Craton
635presumably lies over hot asthenosphere (see previous para-
636graph) whereas the region west of it lies above faster (cooler)
637asthenosphere. This contrast in the temperature state of the
638upper mantle may account for the difference in the litho-
639spheric thickness (thermal erosion to the east). It also explains
640why the uppermost mantle lithosphere remains rigid enough
641to maintain frozen anisotropic fabric beneath MBAR (layer
642M2) but not beneath KMBO.

6434.5. Congo Craton
644[30] The lithosphere beneath station BGCA located on the
645northern part of the Congo craton show little anisotropy
646compared to the other stations of this study. The only well
647resolved anisotropic zone extends from the Moho disconti-
648nuity to a depth of 80 km. Our method does not allow to study
649the anisotropy of the asthenosphere in the case of BGCA
650since the lithospheric depth in this area ranges from 250 km
651[Ritsema and van Heijst, 2000] to more than 300 km [Begg
652et al., 2009] which is deeper than the maximum depth of
653our models (see section 2.1). The absence of detectable
654anisotropy elsewhere than in layer B2 in the lithosphere may
655result from composite (incoherent) fabric acquired gradually
656during the large number of tectonic events that have shaped
657the Congo Craton over millions of years. Nevertheless, the
658model from Sicilia et al. [2008] suggests that the lithosphere
659is radially anisotropic from 60 km to at least 200 km close to

Figure 10. Tentative tectonic model to explain the stratification of anisotropy around Afar. The aniso-
tropic layers are highlighted using distinctive textures. The elongated boxes represent olivine crystals with
lattice preferred orientation (LPO). The blue arrows show the resulting fast axis of propagation. In the lith-
ospheric layers A3 (29–40 km), the anisotropy is controlled by the local style of extension. The mobility of
crust and mantle crystals is promoted by heating associated with the upwelling of slow (hot) mantle beneath
the Afar Hot spot illustrated by red arrows. Where the lithosphere has been thinned through rift extension
such as beneath the Gulf of Aden, the upwelling material is channeled (small white arrows), explaining the
ENE!WSW fast direction in layer A4 (41–111 km).
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660 the site of BGCA. The fast direction of propagation in their
661 model is vertical and thus would affect neither the SKSwaves
662 nor the P!to!S converted phases, remaining undetected using
663 our method. This may explain the absence of anisotropy
664 in our models below 80 km. The direction of !fast seems
665 correlated with the direction of the APM as indicated by
666 model NNR!NUVEL!1A (though not by model HS3!
667 NUVEL!1A) but layer B2 is too shallow to be affected by
668 possible shearing at the LAB induced by the motion of the
669 African continent. The direction of !fast is not in agreement
670 with the E!W direction of contraction inferred by Ayele
671 [2002] either and thus is probably not be controlled by the
672 local stress field. BGCA is located close to an internal suture
673 of the Congo Craton. We can speculate that the anisotropic
674 fabric observed in our model is a relic of the strain pattern
675 acquired during remote continental assemblage. The shallow
676 lithosphere is relatively stronger than the rest of the upper
677 mantle and is then expected to remain undeformed between
678 major tectonic episodes.

6794.6. Comparison With Previous Results From SKS
680Splitting Observations and Surface Waves
681[31] In the models we obtained using joint inversion of RF
682and SKS splitting, stratification in seismic anisotropy is sig-
683nificant. This observation is in agreement with the models
684obtained all over the world using surface waves. For stations
685KMBO and MBAR, we found some agreement between the
686direction of anisotropy in the deep layers of our models and
687that of Sicilia et al. [2008] constrained using surface wave
688tomography. Aside from those cases, the overall agreement is
689poor. The sites of the stations we used in our study are often
690close to boundaries between regional anisotropic patterns
691associated with distinct tectonic provinces or structures.
692This is especially clear around stations ATD and MBAR
693where the model of Sicilia et al. [2008] display very rapid
694changes. Owing to the poor lateral resolution of surface
695waves (around 500 km), at those particular points of the
696surface wave model, the retrieved fast direction represents

Figure 11. Tentative tectonic model to explain the stratification of anisotropy around the Tanzanian cra-
ton. Symbols are as in Figure 10. The red ellipses represent melt pockets that exhibit shape preferred ori-
entation (SPO). BeneathMBAR, from theMoho discontinuity to the LAB, the source of anisotropy is fossil
olivine LPO linked with the orogenesis of the Kibaran belt (M2), olivine LPO resulting from rift!normal
extension (M3) and melt pocket SPO with preferential alignment close to the maximum horizontal com-
pressive stress (M4). Beneath KMBO, the anisotropic source in the mantle lithosphere in K3 and K4 is the
same as M3 and M4 beneath MBAR. In the asthenosphere, the anisotropic pattern in K5 results from flow
around the lithospheric keel of the craton, induced either by the absolute motion of the African plate or by
mantle upwelling locally guided by the topography of the base of the lithosphere. The LAB is shallower
beneath KMBO than beneath MBAR, perhaps due to the warmer asthenosphere east from the Tanzanian
Craton.
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697 the smoothed transition between adjacent regional patterns
698 rather than the real fast direction and cannot be reasonably
699 compared with our models that benefit from a lateral reso-
700 lution (up to 70 km) comparable to the scale of the fast var-
701 iations in the anisotropic pattern.
702 [32] At stations MBAR and KMBO, the inconsistency
703 between individual splitting measurements from distinct
704 back azimuths previously reported [Barruol and Ben Ismail,
705 2001;Walker et al., 2004] is accounted for by using stratified
706 models. This was previously demonstrated for station KMBO
707 byWalker et al. [2004], who resolved a two!layer model from
708 SKS splitting observations, though with no constraints on the
709 depth of those layers. The anisotropic directions in layers K4
710 (77–102 km) and K5–K6 (102–205 km) of our model are
711 similar to that retrieved byWalker et al. [2004]. By including
712 constraints from RF we obtained information on the depth of
713 the distinct layers and we detected an additional shallow layer
714 (layer K3, 44–77 km). Our inversion requires the fast axis in
715 layer K3 and that in layers K5–K6 to be orthogonal to each
716 other. Under this configuration, part of the splitting accu-
717 mulated in layers K5–K6 is canceled in layer K3 which may
718 account for the large number of linear SKS phases reported
719 earlier at station KMBO [Barruol and Ben Ismail, 2001;
720 Walker et al., 2004]. The individual splitting observations
721 at station MBAR are also inconsistent between each other
722 and we similarly achieve reasonable fit of azimuthal variation
723 of both the RF and the SKS splitting observations using a
724 stratified model. For BGCA, our models display only one
725 robust anisotropic layer where NE!SW fast direction slightly
726 contrasts with the NNE!SSW direction obtained by Ayele
727 et al. [2004]. We can speculate than this difference arises
728 from anisotropic fabric at or beneath the LAB associated with
729 the thick Congo Craton, i.e., deeper than the lower boundary
730 of our model.

731 4.7. Stratification of Seismic Anisotropy
732 and Correlation With the Crust and Upper
733 Mantle Discontinuities
734 [33] The vertical variations of the anisotropic properties in
735 our models are apparently linked to a certain extent to the
736 compositional and mechanical boundaries. On one hand,
737 the layers that exhibit the highest percentage of anisotropy
738 often lay immediately beneath the Moho discontinuity. This
739 observation is true for most (ATD, MBAR, BGCA) but not
740 all our models suggesting that it is not an artifact of the
741 method. As illustrated by typical lithospheric strength
742 envelopes [Kohlstedt et al., 1995], the uppermost mantle is
743 commonly more resistant than the lower crust and the rest of
744 the upper mantle that both behave in a ductile way.We would
745 then intuitively expect the tectonic deformations and thus
746 seismic anisotropy to concentrate in those weaker zones. In
747 contrast to the direction of the fast axis which mainly depends
748 of the mean orientation of the crystals, cracks or melt inclu-
749 sions, the percentage of anisotropy is the combination of
750 several factors such as rock composition and the portion of
751 crystals or cracks effectively aligned in the mean fast axis
752 direction. Therefore, we leave the interpretation concerning
753 the generally higher percentage of anisotropy in the shal-
754 lowest mantle lithosphere open for later investigation. On the
755 other hand, the comparison of our models at ATD, KMBO
756 and MBAR with detailed isotropic velocity models obtained
757 from other studies seems to indicate that part of the vertical

758discontinuities observed in the anisotropic properties are
759linked to the LAB. As revealed previously by several studies,
760the rigid lithosphere in stable areas tends to conserve the
761anisotropic fabric left by the last major tectonic episode
762[Silver, 1996; Fouch and Rondenay, 2006]. On the other
763hand, the anisotropy of the ductile asthenosphere and that
764of the lithosphere in area of active tectonism seems to be
765rather controlled by contemporaneous processes such as
766flow!induced crystal LPO [Vinnik et al., 1992; Zandt and
767Humphreys, 2008]. Our results follow this general rule.
768Stations MBAR, KMBO and ATD are located over area of
769intense tectonic activity and the anisotropy of both the lith-
770osphere and asthenosphere seem to reflect mainly the current
771regional style of deformation. Thanks to the high vertical
772resolution of our approach, we found evidences that the
773lithosphere itself is stratified and displays different sources of
774anisotropy. The vertical changes in the anisotropic properties
775seem to be controlled to some extent by the evolution of
776temperature. As temperature increases, the lithosphere be-
777comes ductile and looses its inherited fabric to acquire a new
778one, and eventually undergoes partial melting that generates
779anisotropy throughmelt pocket SPO. This is illustrated by our
780model for ATD, KMBO and MBAR described in Figures 10
781and 11. At BGCA, we cannot look for correlation between the
782vertical anisotropic variations and the LAB due to the thick
783cratonic root. Nonetheless, the anisotropic layer we retrieved
784in the lithosphere shows no convincing correlations with any
785current tectonic process and may rather be linked to an
786inherited fabric from a remote tectonic episode, in agreement
787with what is generally observed in stable areas.
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